EN

Making textbooks
playable
On your smartphone, tablet or online!

Teachers and instructors spend tons of hours correcting homework and tests.
Wouldn’t it be smarter to use these resources for the needs of their students?

Meet eSquirrel - the learning portal & quiz app matching
your textbooks and learning materials.
Teach interactively and digitally with eSquirrel, evaluate homework and quizzes
with one click and see directly the learning progress of your students.
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Your teaching and learning companion
for the entire school year
Here’s how you can teach digitally:
Step 1: Create an account and log in
Create your free account in our portal (portal.eSquirrel.
com). With the same account you can use the app, the
teacher’s portal and the author’s tool.
Step 2: Create your own course
www.eSquirrel.com/en/create-your-courses
Step 3: Create a class
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Great benefits for

you and your students

Review learning progress
You maintain an overview of
the learning progress of the
entire class and individual
students.

Solve tasks
Students work with 8
question formats and
images, audio, algebra
and videos.

Assign homework
Set deadlines for quests!
Correcting homework
assignments now only
takes one click.

Use on all devices & offline
eSquirrel is available on
smartphones (even old
devices), tablets and the
web - even offline!

Without registration
Students can use the
app without registration:
Start straight away!

Print worksheets
Need to print? Quiz
questions can easily be
optimized and printed for
your students.

Play levels
By repeating quests,
students strengthen
their skills and gain confidence in their abilities.

No forgotten homework
Students get notifications
on their smartphones with
their homework assignments.

100% ad-free
Use our digital content
without any disturbances.

And that’s not all! Further features can be found on:

www.eSquirrel.com/en/features

Completely free

Create your own
digital courses
Download the eSquirrel
app for free!
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With the eSquirrel author’s tool you can create your own mobile optimized content.
You and your students can use all features in the app as well as in the portal
completely free of charge.
Add videos, images, audio and algebra to a total of 8 different question styles.

“The students are of course happy to be able to start their future with a new
tablet. Participating in the competition has also increased their learning
success and eventually had a positive effect on their grade, particularly in a
difficult school year like this one. A complete success indeed!”
Martin H., teacher of the winning class “Most epic class of Austria 2020/21”

Contact us!
help@eSquirrel.com for support
sales@eSquirrel.com or +43 1 330 5453 for business inquiries

